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Why Haneke and Caché?
• After the press screening the day before the world premiere of Cache ,́ it was
already clear that the film, through its ambiguous narrative construction, was
one of those that gets you talking, and keeps you talking for days afterwards.
(Cousins, 2007, p. 223)

• Part thriller, part mystery, part ghost story, Caché seems to haunt
people long after they see it ( Ezra and Sillars, 2007, p. 211)

Michael Haneke (1942-)
• born in Munich but raised in Austria
• Both parents are professional actors; stepfather a
music composer; MH wanted to act but failed an
entrance exam and gave up
• Contempt for school; university studies in philosophy,
psychology and drama but preferred watching films
• Worked odd jobs then film critic and editor /
scriptwriter for TV
• Directorial debut on TV in 1974; first feature film The
Seventh Continent (1989)
• Stage/ opera director (Don Giovanni Opera de Paris)
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The Seventh Continent (1989)
Benny’s Video (1992):
71 Fragments of a Chronology of Chance (1994)
[Glaciation Trilogy: colder than reality and characters emotionally frozen]
Funny Games (1997) Funny Games US (2007) nominated for Palme d”Or
Code Unknown (2000) nominated again
The Piano Teacher (2001) won Grand Prix in Cannes
Time of the Wolf (2003)
Caché (Hidden, 2005) nominated for Palme d’Or
The White Ribbon (2009) won Palme d’Or
Amour (2012) won Palme d’Or
Happy End (2017) nominated again

The Seventh Continent
(1989)
• Inspired by a story read in the news
• Premiered in Cannes , people shocked by
killing of fish and destruction of money,
some leave the theatre
• Cannes press conference : “Is Austria that
depressing?”
• Haneke : “I try to be precise but not local.
It could be anywhere but it talks of rich
countries, poor countries have other issues
to deal with…”
•

Funny Games
• ‘Feel bad’ cinema (violence
and audience complicit)
• Breaking the fourth wall
• “Meta home-invasion horror” :
leads audiences to question
what’s happening on screen
• Interrogating violence as
spectacle or replicating it?

The provocative game-play of Michael
Haneke
(Carmen Gray, BFI, 2020)

• As seen with 7th Continent and Glaciation trilogy, Haneke’s
films are antithesis of escapism
• Playing with genres: ‘domestic horror’ a recurring genre /
family under threat in Caché; Happy End (2017) : ironic
title; subverting viewers’ expectations
• Distancing (Brechtian) devices remind viewers that films are
artefacts. For instance:
• Rewinding: in Funny Games and in Caché
• Central protagonists often named George and Anne (7th CCaché- Amour…)

Caché (Hidden,
2005)

• Haneke’s cinema:
• Realist elements: no accompanying music, minimalist imagery,
long static shots and deep focus
• No narrative build up and emotional release to upsetting events
• ‘Staged realism’: Haneke’s set-ups and mise-en scène break
conventions of traditional cinema and unsettle viewers;
presenting diegetic events as overtly staged and modelled…
(Niessen, 2009)

Opening sequence: in a single shot, “Haneke establishes the

film's paranoid removal of the viewer's comfort zone”. (Emerson, 2006)

Film aesthetics and ethics
• Opening scene: shot at eye level (who’s behind the camera?), rather
reminiscent of CCTV recordings. The place of the camera is a
‘blindspot’ (Beugnet, 2007)
• Aesthetic choices are made to challenge our trust in the image: “by
raising the question of the reliability of representation, Haneke’s
movies open up space for thought.” (Niessen, p194)
• “Of course I attempt to stir up the viewer’s distrust in the reality
value of mediated images... I think that when film wants to be an art
form, it has the aesthetic-moral obligation to reflect the
questionability and the dangers of its means of manipulation”
• (Haneke, in Grabner 2005, p41).

Synopsis
• The plot follows upper-middle-class couple, Georges and Anne. They
receive anonymous videotapes suggesting that the family is under
surveillance.
• Mysterious videos and sinister drawings point to an Algerian boy,
Majid, whose parents died in the October 1961 massacre in Paris,
during a demonstration in support of Algeria’s liberation from French
colonial rule.
• Georges suspects Majid and his son to seek revenge as childhood lies
made his parents decide against adopting Majid.

Key Themes in Caché
• The film as thriller
• Personal responsibility /
historical accountability
• Cinema as an art form,
media and questions of
ethics

The thriller genre
• The opening scene generates expectations linked to the
thriller genre and the whodunnit but Haneke’s film does not
follow genre conventions:
• Hitchcock: drama is ‘life with the dull bits cut out’
• Haneke keeps the ‘dull bits in’ to frustrate viewers as they
look for cues (son’s swimming sessions for instance?).

Collective amnesia/
repressed guilt
• Paris massacre October 17, 1961
• Prefect of Paris was Maurice
Papon, a Vichy collaborator on
trial in 1990s.
• In Caché, Majid’s parents were
among the victims.
• (Niessen, p.183)
• Silenced fro 30 years and still a
controversial topic

Colonial violence / historical
accountability
• “On October 17, 1961, during the Algerian War, thirty
thousand Algerian men and women of the Paris region
pacifically demonstrated against the curfew that was
imposed on them.
• This movement was brutally suppressed on the order of the
Prefect of Paris. Demonstrators were killed by bullets,
hundreds of men and women were thrown into the Seine
River and thousands were beaten and imprisoned. Dead
bodies were found in the Canal Saint-Denis.
• Against racism and forgetting, for democracy and human
rights, this plaque has been inaugurated by Mayor of SaintDenis Didier Paillard on March 21, 2007.”

The past leaks into the present and the
political into the personal
… the broader context of colonialism remains unspoken, …
France has never fully engaged with the structurally racist
and colonial violence of its past, let alone of its present,
which operates in direct continuity with this violence.
(The Funambulist.net, Politics of Space and Bodies, 2017)

Caché as allegory
• Georges’s refusal as an adult to acknowledge the effects of his earlier
actions suggests a parallel with the postcolonial metropolitan who is
neither wholly responsible for, nor wholly untainted by, past events
from which he or she has benefited.
• Universality: colonial culpabilities not limited to the French setting.
• (Ezra, Sillars, 2007, p219)
• Layers of meaning (Haneke: “Russian dolls”)

Spectral traces of power abuse and trauma
• Caché and The White Ribbon:
• The White Ribbon: social order is disrupted by a string of unexplained
acts of violence ...
• “In these masterpieces of creeping dread, the pranks are anonymous,
but carry spectral traces of power abuses and trauma.”
• (Ezra, Sillars,2007, p. 215) cf “ghost story”
• [See the full title of The White Ribbon in German: Das weiße Band Eine deutsche Kindergeschichte (second part not translated, ie not
limited to German setting]

Home as fortress
• Cache ́ forces us to think about
what we allow inside and what
we insist remains outside;
• … the ways we psychologically,
physically (and legislatively)
construct and imagine the idea
of ‘home’.

• … explores the ways in
which being made to look –
and to think – can be
experienced as forms of
terror… (when one doesn’t
want to know)
• (Ezra, Sillars, 2007)

Culture as walls

• Media savviness of
Georges and his wife does
not enable them to
decipher the meaning of
the video tapes deposited
in their mailbox…
• … apparently twodimensional and with
their titles obscured,
these [books]function
more as blocks to the
outside world than as
prompts for meaningful
reflection or exchange, or
new ways of looking.
• (Ezra, Sillars, 2007, p216)

Caché’s Ending: a resolution?
• Caché ends as it starts: long take and deep focus shot of students on
the front stairs of their school
• “The tantalizing ending of the film can be read equally as a paranoid
fantasy – Majid’s son and Georges’s son have conspired to make the
tapes – or, as Max Silverman suggests, as a utopian fantasy – the next
generation can work together to begin to undo the wrongs of the
previous generation” (Ezra and Silars)

’Impossible’ camera positions (M. Cousins)
• Another hidden reality is the real camera that hides behind the film’s
images. … leads to Haneke and his crew… [and to spectators]
• This meta- narrative twist forces the viewer to think beyond narrative and
frame and to turn the film image inside out … (Niessen, pp185-188)

The camera in Caché becomes a moral argument
• When Michael Haneke’s Caché (France, 2005), for example, finally
reveals who is the blackmailer… with the answer, ‘no one’, some
cannot help but think of Levinas.
• His idea of a universal responsibility before the Other that comes with
human existence as such, seems to chime with Caché’s refusal to
apportion the usual roles of good and bad, yet without at the same
time denying that a terrible wrong has occurred. To exist before
another is to be guilty, to be responsible for that Other’s life.
(John Mullarkey,2011)
• … Haneke’s movie incites its spectators to reflect on their own
complicity in the world’s crimes. (Nielssen)

Responsible filmmaking: ethics and
spectatorship
• “It’s impossible not to feel ambushed by Haneke’s sly set-ups, but
their clever and sinister scenarios bring such a shake-up of
assumptions, it’s worth it.” (Gray, 2020)
• “I’m sometimes accused of being a pessimist. Pessimists are those
who make films which dumb down for the audience. These people
think it’s not worth it to deal with real issues.
• Everybody who gets angry or upset about things or rails against
injustice or whatever can only be an optimist or they wouldn’t even
talk about it.”
• (Haneke, My Life, Arte, 2009)

